Mechanisms supporting transfer of inhibitory signals into the spike output of spontaneously firing cerebellar nuclear neurons in vitro.
Cerebellar cortical signals are carried to their principal target, the deep cerebellar nuclear neurons (DCNs), via the inhibitory pathway formed by Purkinje cell (PC) axons. Two different intrinsic properties of DCNs, rebound excitation and automatic firing, have been proposed to support ensuing mechanisms for information transfer via inhibitory synapses. The efficacy of these mechanisms was investigated using whole-cell recordings of spontaneously firing DCNs in cerebellar slices. Results using current injection revealed that both mechanisms are effective in spontaneously firing DCNs but operate at different ranges of membrane potential. Rebound frequency was well correlated to the duration and amplitude of the preceding hyperpolarization. Activation of PC synapses with trains of stimuli few seconds long elicited rebound firing in all tested neurons, demonstrating that inhibition can elicit rebounds in DCNs held at their spontaneous membrane potential. Rebounds could be also elicited by single stimulus in a subset of neurons. The rebound frequency was significantly correlated to the synaptic stimulus strength, supporting the idea that rebound frequency may encode the amplitude of inhibition and thus serve to transfer inhibitory signals in the cerebellar circuit.